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executive 
summary

With ever increasing urbanisation, the slums in Bangladesh’s urban areas are grow-
ing rapidly. Most of the migration takes place into the slums of Dhaka and Chatto-
gram, due to the concentration of economic opportunities in these two cities. Khulna 
being a hub of climate vulnerable south-west region of the country also experiences 
substantial migration into its slums. The people settling in slums are typically the 
poorer migrants from rural and urban areas where economic opportunities are limit-
ed. As a result the slum population is increasing much more rapidly compared to the 
non-slum population even in the urban areas, which are experiencing faster growth 
of population compared to the rest of the country due to this migration phenomenon.

The slums typically are underserved in terms of WASH provisions – with even rudi-
mentary amenities being shared by many families. The available facilities are under 
stress due to already high density of population, which is exacerbated by the contin-
uous new in-migration.

WaterAid Bangladesh, in partnership with DSK, Nabolok, CWFD and ARBAN; under-
took the ‘Promoting Environmental Health for Urban Poor’ project in the slums of the 
three city corporation, with the goal of improving the well-being, dignity and WASH 
deprivation of the urban poor. Implemented with SIDA support, the project com-
menced in 2011 and ended at the end of 2017.

Various researches already indicate high return on WASH investment. A WHO (2015) 
study indicates that an investment in WASH can have the impact of reducing just the 
cost of treatment for related diseases at a ratio of 1:4.13. Another study of WHO 
(Saachs, 2002) indicate that comprehensive WASH interventions may lead to about 
2% higher GDP growth in similarly endowed low income countries. The notion is 
confirmed by a UNICEF study (2015), which indicates that a comprehensive WASH 
intervention has the potential to increase the life-cycle income by nearly 13%

There is growing notion among the WASH community that the impact of WASH inter-
ventions is likely to comprise of a lot more than the purely economic benefits 
described in these studies. There is a realisation that much more impact is accrued 
through the social and environmental outcomes of the interventions. This affects the 
demonstration of value for money, cost efficiency and benefit and thus overall 
accountability of relevant interventions.

This study – conducted by DevResonance Ltd., was undertaken to estimate the 
broader return on investment – comprising of both economic and social outcomes, 
of the PEHUP project. The study followed a social accounting principle, where sub-
jective valuations of outcomes by the stakeholders are accounted for. The study 

attempted to capture and put value on returns on which financial value cannot be 
placed directly.

This report is an outcome of the study which documents the process, the learning - 
challenges and limitations; and an analysis of the estimated ROI of the PEHUP 
project.




